
 

ముల్లగు ద ఎ వ ూ. Telugu Movie "Malligadu" Dvdrip 16th Download, Malligadu Telugu Full Movie Download Free, Malligadu Telugu Movi Watch Online Free, Maaliya Gadha Telugu Full Movie Watch Now Video Dailymotion. Mallikadhuda is a 2017 Indian Telugu-language action thriller film directed by Shivaji Lotan Patil and produced by Vamsi Krishna Reddy of Konidela Production
Company. The film is a sequel to the 2009 Telugu film "Anji", and features Naga Chaitanya and Samantha Ruth Prabhu in lead roles. The soundtrack is composed by S. Thaman, while cinematography is handled by Krishna S. D. Suresh and editing is done by Marthand K. Venkatesh.. The movie was released worldwide on 18 October 2017 to mixed reviews from critics and was a commercial success
at the box office, grossing over $4 million. The film starts with Mallik (Naga Chaitanya) narrating his past to Akash (Adithya Menon). They are childhood friends, who lived in the same house. Mallik loses his father, Prakash (Gokul) when he was eight years old. Akash's mother Asha (Samantha Ruth Prabhu) manages the household, so she looks after Mallik. Against her wishes, he gets admitted to an
engineering college after finishing his BSc in Engineering at Tirumala Engineering College. He joins a gang of students and starts smoking and drinking. After meeting with mental trauma in college life due to alcohol and cigarettes, he quits them and tries to pursue a career as a Software Engineer. After a year, he becomes a full-time engineer and changes his name to Mallik (Naga Chaitanya) and
stays in Tirupathi. He has a friend named Chiru (Saahil), who asks him to get him some ganja. As Mallik is crossing the road, he sees Sonu (Rajiv Kapur), who teaches him about right and wrong. One day, Chiru asks him to get some gangsters from Sonu's place, for which Mallik needs money. Mallik goes to Sonu's house in disguise and gets gangsters from Sonu's house. Mallik buys a new car for his
father in memory of him after the deal. Mallik gets pulled over by the police, who see ganja in the car. He is arrested. While he is in jail, Chiru tells Sonu about Mallik's role in the case, so Sonu beats Cibu (Pradeep Rawat), one of his gangsters for trying to abduct Asha and forces her to come with him. The rest of the story deals with how Mallik manages to save Sonu and also reunites Asha with
Prakash (Naga Chaitanya).

The Music Was Composed By S. Thaman and Released by Aditya Music.
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